Representation of two and three-dimensional objects by tree structures has been used extensively in solid modeling, computer graphics computer vision and image processing. (See for example (Mantyla] [ChenJ [Hunter] [Rosenfeld] [Leonardi].) Quadtrees, which are used to represent objects in 2-D space, and octrees, which are the extension of quadtrees in 3-D space, have been studied thoroughly for applications in graphics and Image processing. Binary Space Partftioning (BSP) trees have been used In computer graphics applications as an efficient representation of polyhedra in d-dlmenslonal space (a polyhedron is defined as a boundary wfth only planar faces [Mantyla]). For example, BSP trees provide an effective tool in determining visible surfaces for polygon rendering and ray tracing applications [Naylor].
In the next sub-section, we explain the BSP tree representations of polyhedra. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a hierarchical recursive algorithm for building a BSP tree on an arbitrary image. Section 3 discusses some simulation results and gives a rough estimate of the effIciency of this representation for image compression. Finally, Section 4 summarIzes the main results of this work.
The BSP Tree RepresentatIon
A BSP tree can be formed in 2D by using lines to recursively partition the 2D space. Figure la shows a BSP tree induced partitioning of the plane and lb shows the corresponding binary tree. The root node represents the entire plane. A binary partitioning of the plane is formed by the line labeled u , resulting in a negative haltspace and a positive halfspace. These two halfspaces are represented respectively by the left and right children of the root. A binary partitioning of each of these two halfspaces may then be performed, as in the figure, and so on recursively. When, along any path of the tree, subdMsion is terminated, the leaf node will correspond to an unpartitioned region, called a cell.
For any node of the tree, the corresponding region is defined by the intersection of the set of open halfplanes determined by each line associated with a node on the path to that region. Since a halfplane is a convex set, and the intersection of convex sets yields a convex set, each region of the tree is convex. The result then is a hierarchical decomposition of 2-space into a binary tree of convex regions, represented combinatorially by a graph forming a binary tree. This scheme just outlined can be easily extended to arbitrary dimensions if we simple use the concept of hyperplanes as the generalization of lines by which to partition a D-dimensional space.
The primary use of BSP trees to date has been to represent polytopes, i.e. polygons in 2D and polyhedra in 3D. This is accomplished be simply associating with each cell of the tree a single boolean attribute classification ::= { interior exterior }. If, in figure 1 , we assign to cells 1 and 5 the value interior , and to the rest exterior , we will have determined a concave polygon of six sides. This method, while conceptually very simply, is capable of representing the entire domain of polytopes. Moreover, the algorithms that use the BSP tree reprosentation are simple and uniform, to the algorfthms for dealing with a triangle are identical to those dealing with a collection of arbitrary polytopes.
As an introduction to BSP tree algorithms, we show how to solve one of the simplest of problems, classifying a point with respect to a polygon. An arbitrary point can be classified with respect to a BSP tree by performing a binary search on the tree [Naylor 87 ]. Location of a point P with respect to a hyperplane H is given by the dot produd:
CASE PH < 0 -> InNegativeHalfspace > 0 -> InPositiveHaltspace = 0 -> OnHyperplane By successively determining in which of the two children the point lies, one Will arrive at the coO containing the point. If the point lies on a hyperplane, both subtrees are searched. A point is on the boundary of the set if and only if its epsilon neighborhood is found to include both interior and exterior cells. Thus, the boundary of the set lies on the hyperplanes. It is often the case that the boundary is represented explicitly, in 2D by line segments and in 3D by convex polygons, where each segment/polygon is stored at the internal node whose region contains them. Many BSP tree algorithms are known, including affine transformations, set operations, visualization/rendering, and metric properties (see e.g. [Naylor 90bJ ).
BSP trees partition space into convex sub-domains, i.e the cells, so that one can define a separate continuous function over each subdomain. Thus, one may construct a discontinuous, but piecewise-continuous, function over the 2D-space. Note however, that this does not preclude the function being chosen to be continuous on any subset of a hyperplane. Such piecewise continuous functional representation Is suitable for images [Kunt 85 .
A Hough TransformBased Method for BSP tree Generation
As explained above, the BSP tree approach partitions the spa (that surrounds the desired object to be presented) by hyperplanes passing through the boundary of the object. This is an easy task when the shape, size, and other attributes of the object are known. On the other hand, partitioning an image that consists of several objes of unknown shapes and sizes would require the segmentation of the various objects in the scene. Without performing the difficult segmentation process, one way to solve the problem is to base the binary partition on the image contour information. Two steps will be needed for generating such a BSP tree representation (see Figure 2 ): (1) extract the boundary locations of each object in the image. (2) determine the linear characteristics of these boundaries, in order to match them with a minimum set of straight lines. Each hyperplane which is associated with (1) a non-leaf node of the BSP tree, and (2) a convex region (sub-space) of the original image should fit a maximum number of boundary points. The partitioning hyperplane of a given sub-space has to match the largest set of collinear edge points in that sub-space. In addition, it is desirable to include a connedivity weighting of these edge points (Wangj. We emphasize on 640 / SPIE Vol. 1360 Visual Communications and Image Processing '90 4 y U 3 the notion of connectivity since the human visual system is particularly sensitive to linear segments of connected points [Hubel] . Edge points that lie on a hyperplane and yet do not belong to one connected edge will be referred to "uncorrelated" collinear edges.
As a consequence, the hyperplanes associated with high level nodes (close to the root) in the BSP tree should fit the boundaries of large objects whereas low level nodes (close to the leaves) represent fine details and small objects. This defines a natural hierarchical description of the image.
It is clear that the boundary points of the various objects in the image can be located by an edge detection process. The performance of the edge extraction can significantly Influence the tree structure. After a reliable edge detection process, hyperplanes are built on collinear edge segments.
The Hough transform is a very useful tool to extrac* hyperplanes and other geometrical features in edge images (Hough, Duda] . In the sequel, as we focus on images In 2-dImensional space, we shall use the words hyperplane and line interchangeably. The concepts presented below can be easily extended to spaces of higher dimensions.
Our BSP tree generation method starts by applying the Hough transform (Hi) on all edge points in the image, and selects the cell with the maximum number of votes (corresponding to the hyperplane that passes through the maximum number of edge points) to partition the image. Then, the HT of one of the two regions (half spaces) resulting from the division is computed. Again, a search for the cell with maximum number of votes Is performed. Now, the hyperplane corresponding to this cell will partition the selected half space. The same thing Is done to the other half space. This process is repeated till a termination criterion is reached. This criterion could be one or both of the followings: (1) The area of the region to be partitioned is smaller than a certain threshold (2) the number of boundary points within the region is lower than some other threshold. These thresholds will determine the degree of accuracy of the representation. The lower the threshold values, the largest the number of nodes in the tree and the more accurate the image description.
It is important to note that a hyperplane h (associated with a node and a convex region R, classifies each point XE into one of the following three convex sets:
h={xER : x . 81L>p4 h-={xER:x R:x.a,=p} where a is a unit vector normal to h, and p is the normal distance between and the origin. Here and h-represent the positive and negative sub-regions of R, and are associated with the right and left children of , respectively. Sh represents a sub-hyperplane (of h) that lies in R. After selecting h as the partitioning hyperplane of R, it is crucial to eliminate all edge points E S/z (i.e., that lie on the hyperplane) and process just those points that belong to the half-spaces h-and hg-. Otherwise, these points (that are E Sh) may contribute to one or both of the regions, and subsequently an infinite recursion may occur.
To summarize, we propose a BSP tree generation method based on the following: (1) perform an edge detection process, (2) compute a series of Hough Transforms, one for each node in the tree, (3) select each hyperplane as the peak of the corresponding Hough transform. The sub-sections below describe In detail each one of these steps.
The Edge Detection Process
As mentioned above, the input to this Hough Transform-based BSP tree generation method is an edge image which can be represented as a binary function E(x, y). The structure of the resulting tree (i.e., the set of straight lines used to partition the original image) is strongly dependent on E(x, y). E(x, y) can be obtained from the original image through a numerical differentiation process followed by a simple thresholding strategy. However, It is well known that differentiation amplifies high frequency noise. Edge detection is a mildly ill-posed problem which can be transformed into a well-posed problem by convoMng the original image (before differentiation) with a smoothing fifter f(x, a) whose Fourier Transform F(w, a) satisfies the conditions [Torrej [Micheiij:
where L2 is the set of square integrable functions. The Gaussian function satisfies the above conditions, and therefore is used as a predifferentiation filter in most edge detection methods. Gaussian filtering, however, introduces uncertainty in the actual edge location. The larger the standard deviation , the better the smoothing at the expense of poorer edge localization. This dilemma has been studied and analyzed in the literature (e.g., [Shah] [Torre] [Bergholm]). An edge focusing algorithm was introduced by [Bergholmj to achieve both the flitering of high frequency noise and good localization of the original edges. In this work, we limited ourselves to a Gaussian function with small a as a pro-differentiation filter.
After filtering the original signal, one can locate edge points in the filtered image by looking for zero crossings of the second derivative or maxima of the fIrst derivate (gradient) [Marr] [Canny 86] . Although both methods are equivalent, it has been shown that the maximum gradient approach is less sensitive to noise [Micheli] .
.1 The Gradient Edge Detector
In this work our edge detection process consists of (1) Filtering the image with a Gaussian function, (2) Computing the gradient magnitude and direction of the filtered image, (3) Locating the maxima of the gradient magnitudes in the direction of the gradient vector ', and (4) Performingadaptive thresholding.
We have selected the Sobel operator for computing the gradient image since it performs better than other numerical differentiation operators (e.g., Roberts) based on Abdou and Pratt's figure of merit [Abdou) [Pratt] .
To locate edges from the gradient magnitude image g(x , y), one can estimate the directional derivate Lg(x , y) at every point (x , y):
where O is th direion of the gradient vector ' at (x , y). By making the substitutions cosO = g /g(x , y) and SflOg gy /gm(x , y) in the above equation and equating the resuft to zero, one can show that the maximum gradient points of gm(x , y) in the direion of satisfy the following equation:
.Lgm(x , y) = gx2 g,.. 4 2gxgyg.,, + g2 gyy = 0
For the implementation of the above equation, we have used a non-maximum gradient suppression algorithm proposed by Canny [Canny 83] . In this algorithm, a gradient magnitude gm(X , y) at position p = (x , y) is marked as a maximum if its value is larger than the gradient magnitudes g i and g at 'i = p + I and '2 ? -', respectively, where u is a unit vector in the direction of the gradient '. If p (or P2)
does not lie on one of the discrete points of the image 2-dimensional grid, then gm at Pi and p2 will have to be interpolated from the ninepixel neighborhood surrounding p'. An example of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . The interpolation is performed by weighting the gradient magnitudes at the two nearest neighbors. To eliminate irrelevant maxima in the gradient magnitude image, a thresholding strategy with hysteresis is chosen. We derive a low threshold T, from the histogram of the maxima in the gradient image. 1, is selected to be 80% of the cumulative histogram. Then, a high threshold Th T, is set, where 2
We use both T, and Th to perform thresholding with hysteresis on the maxima gradient points as explained in [Canny 86 ]. Our implementation of this method is as follows:
1 . All maxima gradient points with gradient magnitudes above Th are marked as strong edges.
2. Any point (in the maxima gradient image) that is (a) connected to a strong edge, and (b) higher than T1 , is marked as a strong edge.
Points that are higher than T, but not connected to a strong edge are marked as low edge points.
The low edge points are removed from the final edge image.
The Hough Transform
The standard Hough transform (Hi) maps each edge point (Xe , Ye) into a curve in the line parameter space. It acts as a voting process, where (X , Ye ) votes for all lines passing through it. These lines are represented by two parameters in the Hough space (also known as the parameter space). Here we use the (0, p) parametrization to represent straight lines in the Hough space. 0 is the direction (with respect to the x-axis) of the vector i' normal to the line (0, p) and p is the distance between the line and the origin [Duda] . With this parametrization, the line equation is given by: p=xcos(9)+Y sin(6). The algorithm described in the previous section was implemented in C, and tested on a 256x256 original image with 256 gray levels (Figure 7) . The image was selected due to its complexity. As seen from the figure, the image contains a fair amount of texture (e.g., the hat surface and the flowers) in addition to very low contrast edges (the right side of the lady's face). Moreover, it represents a human face for which distortion are particularly noticeable.
We first applied the algorithm on the edge image of Figure Ba . The edge image was obtained (without any filtering) using a non-linear edge detector proposed in [Radha] in combination with a thinning process. In this case we computed the HT using the standard method, i.e. considering all 0 values between zero and 180 degreeè.
Therefore, under this scenario we did not use any gradient information for the NT. Figure 8b shows the output which is a Iabeed, segmented image, where the darkest and brightest regions represent the right-most and left-most leaf nodes in the resulting BSP tree.
It is clear that this BSP tree does not represent the original image (except for the face region) due to the occurrence of a large number of false peaks in the Hough space. These false peaks are caused by the large number of uncorrelated collinear texture points. Figure 9 shows three edge images obtained with the maximum gradient edge detector described in Section 2.1 . These edge images were derived from a Gaussian-filtered version of the original image. Figure 9a and 9b show the resulting edges when only a low threshold T1 or a high threshold Tb is used, respectively. Figure 9c shows the edges obtained when both T, and Th are applied using the thresholding with hysteresis algorithm. It is clear that significant improvements can be achieved by using the hysteresis approach versus a simple thresholding strategy. All the simulation results discussed below were obtained using the edge Image of Figure 9c as an input to our BSP tree algorithm. Although the gradient direction information has hewed In eliminating a large number of false peaks due to the uncorrelated colilnear edge points, yet more Improvements can be achieved when applying the line Integration process (in combination with the gradient direction information) as shown in Figure 1 1 . The most obvious example of these Improvements Is the root node hyperplane. From the edge image of Figure 9c , one would expect that the straight line corresponding to the hat edge to be the first partitioning hyperplane. (The first selected hyperplane partitions the whole Image Into two segments, and represents the root node of the binary free.) This desired resuft is obtained in Figure II (due to line Integration) but not In Figure 10 . To further improve the quality of our BSP tree representation, we have used within our HT-based algorithm a parent-child minimum distance constraint. Under this approach the hyperplane (0,, , p) associated with a parent node ,, has to be a minimum distance (in the Hough space) from its child hyperplane (O , Pc). This minimum distance requirement can be expressed as follows:
lop-eel >ej or Ip-pl >Pd where O and Pd are the desired minimum distances in the e and p directIons, respectively. The results of using this strategy is shown in Figure 12 . It is clear that the minimum distance constraint has improved the Images by guiding the segmentation process in areas with high texture densfty (e.g., the flowers' region). Overall, the segmentation of Figure 12 provided the best results (see, for example, the preserving of the flower in the hat), as it uses good threshold values for O and Pd. [Kunt 85J, [Kunt 87J , fractal based coding (Jacqulnj. Signifkrnnt improvements were made possible thanks to models that could handle the non-stationary behavior of images. Within the contour-texture approach, segmentation based techniques have been given a great attention. Images are described as a set of regions with their own luminance model (often of polynomial type). Limits were reached due to the high cost In descrbing accurately region boundaries. Even with a very limfted number of regions, the boundary information represents 75% of the total cost. With more rigid partition of the images such as quadtree based representation, the tree structure Is simple to encode at the expense of a large number of regions (cells). BSP tree have the advantage of providing a compact representation of Images in terms of number of polygons (of the order of 150 for images of Figure 11 to 13), with a simple and diversified description of the region shape.
The simple data structure of BSP trees makes the decoding of images represented by BSP trees particularly simple. Encoding an image using fts BSP tree representation, requires the description of the tree structure, the M hyperplane equations assigned to each internal node of the tree and a luminance model for each convex polygonal domain defined by a leaf In the tree. In what follows, we assume the BSP tree contains M Internal nodes (Including the root) and N leaves. The tree structure can be encoded using I bft per node, i.e. a total of M+N bits. The hyperplane equations are parametrized by the two parameters 0 and p. Without any entropy consideration, the encoding can be optimized by noticing that each hyperplane Is represented by two points. For each node in the tree, these points belong to the polygon that this node describes. This will however make the decoding of the entire BSP representation rather tedious. For simplicity, we choose to represent every hyperplane with 2 points on separate image borders. If the image size is 2kx21 , the first point requires max(k,1)+2 bfts. The other point can appear at any location on one of the three remaining borders of the image. Its location can be encoded with less than max(k,1)i-2 bits as well. In our example, this corresponds to a cost of at most 20 bfts per hyperplane. Given the synthetic quality of the reconstructed images when the number of polygons is kept low, each polygon was assigned the mean value of the pixels it contains. 5 bfts were sufficient to encode this mean value. Hence, the overall cost to reconstruct any image using a BSP encoding strategy is bounded by:
Using this strategy, the image of Figure 12 was coded using 0.055 bit per pixel. This represents a compression ratio of about 150 to 1.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have Introduced a Hough transform-based method for generating a BSP tree representation of an arbitrary image. A recursive algorfthm (that implements the method) was successful in partitioning a complex image consisting of several objects (of different sizes and shapes), and In generating effIcient segmentation using BSP trees.
Due to the good segmentation performance of BSP tree representations of natural images, and the BSP tree efficient data structure, it is expected that a great variety of applications ranging from Computer Graphics to Image Processing and Computer Vision would take advantage of this approach. In effect, we have shown the potential of this representation for H'h Compression Image Coding (see Section 3). For Computer Graphics purposes, we are considering this approach for easy object manipulation of natural scenes. Finally, Image
Understanding or Feature Point Classification could benefIt from this representation.
In a future work, we will show a sub-band based, hierarchical method for generating the BSP tree from several scale-space images derived from an original image. This new approach will Include the Introduction of a hyperplane focusing algorithm used to combine the trees representing the different scale-space images. The theoretical development of the optimum (in the minimum mean square error sense) binary segmentation of 2-dimensional domains is also underway.
